Object Timeline

Print and cut out the Historical Age-Cards (laminate to use as a game). Then place them in the correct order along the timeline.

Answer Sheet: see below the correct order of the Historical Age - Cards

- Old Stone Age - Handaxe (More than 100,000 years ago)
- Middle Stone Age - Microliths
- New Stone Age - Chipped flint axe head
- Stone age

- Bronze sword
- Bronze age

- Iron sword blade in scabbard
- Iron age

- Scabbard of a sword

- Torc
- Torc

- Urn
- Iron Age

- Axe head
- 1,200 years ago

- Carpenter's axe head
- Norman

- Portrait of Queen Elizabeth I
- Tudor

- Footwarmer
- Victorian

- Scene from the Bayeux Tapestry

- Computer network card
- Today

- Plastic bucket
- 0 years ago